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1 - Revision history 

2021.06.25 Rev 2.4 Added to the section about hailer installation. 

2021.02.15 Rev 2.3 Added a section of vessel types and their characteris-

2020.11.05 Rev 2.2 
General additions and corrections to various sections 

of the document. 

2020.03.31 Rev 2.1 Added link to video tutorials on Youtube 

2019.12.12 Rev 2.0 
Added section about power considerations and 

ground loops on page 6 

2019.10.30 Rev 1.9 Changes made to iriConnect installation section 

2019.03.27 Rev 1.8 Changes made to radio interface section 

2019.03.10 Rev 1.7 Changes made to iriConnect section 

2018.12.28 Rev 1.6 Added details for iriStore and iriComm 

2018.08.06 Rev 1.5 Added details for iriConnect with external antenna 

2018.05.26 Rev 1.4 Edited wording in various sections 

2018.05.18 Rev 1.3 Editorial changes 

2018.05.17 Rev 1.2 Including photos 

2018.05.17 Rev 1.1 More info added 

2018.03.19 Rev 1.0 First release 
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3 - Unpacking the system 

When receiving the package or packages containing your new marine intercom system please check for 

packaging damages occurring during shipment, and compare the content with the shipping papers and 

your invoice. 

If packaging is damaged you need to contact your shipping agent. If items are missing or not in accord-

ance with the shipping papers and/or invoice, please contact seller. 

 

It is a good idea to organize the items into groups.  Your system is supplied along with a system’s sche-

matics, which will enable you to identify the individual parts of the system. 

 

Perform a visual inspection of all items to ensure nothing has been damaged during shipment. 

4 - Planning the installations procedure 

For the experienced marine electrician, installing an iriSound marine intercom is straight forward and fair-

ly simple. The standard system is supplied with pre-configured connectors. However, without careful 

planning you risk spending much more time and effort than needed. 

Before you start you must ensure that all the cables have the correct lengths.  Cables being somewhat 

longer than actually required is not a big issue, but missing only a few centimeters will make it impossible 

to finish the installation. 

Example of what a set of system components can look like (excluding cables).  
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5 - Finding the best location for installation of iriSound 

Finding the best location to mount the iriSound unit (or units) is important. iriSound is the heart of your 

new intercom system, and all cables typically have to run to or from the iriSound unit. Minimize cable 

lengths if possible. 

 

Typically, iriSound is the only unit in your intercom system that needs to be connected to the vessel’s 

power supply system. 

• Avoid long power cables 

• Make sure you connect the negative side (black wire) to a solid electric ground. Leave the shielding 

unconnected but isolated. This is crucial in order to avoid electrically generated noise from propa-

gating into the audio system. 

• Connect the positive side (red wire) to a free position on the vessel’s fuse (and switch) panel. Rec-

ommended fuse rating 5Amps. 

• Make sure the ferrite filter is mounted as close to the iriSound as practically possible. The power 

cable must pass through the filter twice. 

 

iriSound is processing sensitive audio signals, so close vicinity of noisy electronic equipment should be 

avoided. Noisy electronic equipment includes (but is not limited to): 

• Power inverters 

• Battery chargers 

• Echo sounders (cables and transducers) 

• Radars (antennas and cables) 

 

iriSound contains electronic circuits and mechanical/electrical connectors. An optimal installation location 

provides natural protection from excessive mechanical and environmental stress. The following should be 

avoided: 

• Locations where i.e. accidental damage of the cables or connectors could occur 

• Locations with heavy vibrations 

• Locations with poor ventilation / extreme (low and high) temperatures 

• Narrow bend radius of interface cables (provide enough space for simple servicing if needed) 

 

Examples of iriSound mounting are shown on page 7. 
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6 - Power routing considerations 

Power to the entire iriSound intercom system is normally provided through the iriSound main unit. As a 

consequence, the power consumption of the iriSound unit depends on what is attached to the interface 

ports. Each port can potentially supply up to 2.5W, so for a fully configured iriSound8 the total power con-

sumption can reach 30W. However, under normal conditions the typical power consumption of an 

iriSound intercom system is substantially lower—around 15W. 

 

Due to it’s potentially much high power consumption, iriBoost requires a separate  12-24V supply. There 

is no galvanic isolation between iriBoost and iriSound. The negative pole of the power supply is connected 

with the negative supply of the iriSound. 

 

 

NOTE: 

iriSound housing is electrically connected to the negative pole of the supply cable. In 

some installations it may therefore be required that the iriSound housing is isolated from 

the ship’s ground potential to avoid ground loops. 
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7 - Wireless coverage considerations for different vessel types 

Different vessel types will have different characteristics when it comes to how wireless signals are affect-

ed. Understanding the effects of vessel size, vessel super-structure (cabin), building materials etc. is criti-

cally important to obtain best possible - or just the desired - operational range. 

Open vessel: 

These are typically vessels ranging from 4m to 12m. Typi-

cally, there are very few obstacles that will affect the wire-

less range. For best range, IriConnects are typically mount-

ed on the A-frame providing line-of-sight to the connected 

headsets. Alternatively, if limited range is required, the 

iriConnects can be mounted in a lower position or even 

inside the console. 

Cabin-type, smaller vessel: 

These are typically vessels ranging from 8m to 16m. If the 

super-structure is made from GRP, there is limited attenu-

ation of the wireless signals and e.g. ceiling-mounted 

iriConnects will typically provide full coverage on and 

around the vessel. If extended range is desired, external 

(low-gain) antennas can be mounted on the roof. 

If the cabin boat is made from aluminum, carbon fiber or 

other conductive materials, the construction of the super- 

structure will have a distinct effect on wireless coverage. 

Line-of-sight will be blocked resulting in reduced range or 

complete signal dropout. Large window areas will typically 

improve the coverage whereas small windows will reduce 

the signal distribution and consequently the range. To 

overcome the effects of signal-blocking materials in the super-structure careful placement of iriConnects 

is mandatory. Combinations of iriConnects with external antenna connector and passive distributed an-

tenna systems (using e.g. radiating cables, dividers/combiners, antennas) can in most cases alleviate the 

negative effects of signal-blocking materials. Consult an antenna expert on this. 

Larger vessel: 

These are typically vessels made from aluminum or steel 

but can also be GRP or carbon fiber. Length starts from 

~18m. Common to this type of vessel is that it is typically 

not possible to achieve line-of-sight from iriConnect to the 

headset in all use scenarios. In this case use of either area 

segmentation (a given headset can not roam the entire 

ship) or distributed antenna systems will be required. 

Except for the open vessels it is always good practice to do pre-installation tests of coverage to avoid 

any unpleasant surprises ! 
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8 - Finding the best location for installation of iriConnects 

Finding the best location to mount the iriConnects is critical if achieving maximum operational range is 

important. iriConnect location and underlying support structure has a direct influence on the maximum 

achievable range of the wireless system. 

 

Standard iriConnect (with internal antenna): 

iriConnect is a small antenna unit and yields best performance when mounted away from interference. 

When choosing the mounting location you must consider the following: 

• Avoid mounting the iriConnect on a conductive surface (iron, aluminum, carbon fiber etc.). For assis-

tance and guidance contact your dealer or IWCS. 

In some installations, mounting iriConnect on a conductive surface can yield an intentional, directive 

effect—i.e. the signal will be stronger in one direction and weaker in the opposite direction. This can 

for example be utilized if the iriConnect is mounted facing downwards underneath a metal con-

struction on an A-frame or Bimini top. In this case the range will be very limited measured upwards, 

where there is typically no need for coverage anyway. 

• Avoid excessive lengths of interface cables (do not make modifications to ready-made cables 

though). If mounted with exposure to sea– or rainwater, make sure to waterproof the connections 

with self-vulcanizing rubber tape and use Molykote silicon grease in the connections. 

• Minimize the distance between iriConnect and the typical crew position while considering that visu-

al, line-of-sight usually yields best performance (wireless operational range). 

• Allow easy access to the rear or bottom side for cable connection (depending on the version you 

have ordered). 

• Allow easy access to the front side for pairing operation and viewing of status LED. 

• Do NOT mount the iriConnects in the direct beam pattern of a radar dome (same horizontal plane).  

• Where possible, allow for minimum 20cm center-to-center spacing between individual iriConnects 

• Where required to prevent water ingress, use silicone sealant to seal around the 4 mounting screws 

and around the center hole. 
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8 - Finding the best location for installation of iriConnects 

 

iriConnect with external 10cm antenna: 

When mounting an iriConnect with a permanently attached external antenna, you should follow the same 

guidelines as for the version with internal antenna with the exception that with a permanently attached 

external antenna the unit must be mounted vertically (the antenna pointing upwards) and with a mini-

mum distance to conductive elements of 20cm. 

 

iriConnect with external antenna connection: 

iriConnect with external antenna is more flexible in terms of mounting location, but yields best perfor-

mance when mounted away from interference. When choosing the mounting location you must consider 

the following: 

• Mount the iriConnect in close vicinity of the marine-grade antenna using the supplied antenna ca-

ble. If an antenna cable is not included, use ONLY highest grade (very low-loss) 50 ohms antenna 

cable. Signal loss in the antenna cable is typically high (>0.5dB/m @ 2.5GHz), so avoid using a longer 

cable than absolutely necessary. It is better to use a longer interface cable if this can reduce the an-

tenna cable length. Make sure to waterproof the connections with self-vulcanizing rubber tape and 

silicone sealant.  The antenna connector—including nut—is especially sensitive to exposure to sea 

water and requires FULL coating to prevent corrosion. 

• Avoid excessive lengths of interface cables (do not make modifications to ready-made cables 

though). If mounted with exposure to sea– or rainwater, make sure to waterproof the connections 

with self-vulcanizing rubber tape. 

• Minimize the distance between antenna and the typical crew position while considering that visual 

line-of-sight usually yields best performance (wireless operational range). See next page for antenna 

radiation patterns. 

• Follow standard good practices for mounting and co-location of antennas 

• Allow easy access to the rear or bottom side for cable connection (depending on version ordered). 

• Allow easy access to the front side for pairing operation and viewing of status LED. 

• Where required to prevent water ingress, use silicone sealant to seal around the 4 mounting screws 

and around the center hole. 
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8 - Finding the best location for installation of iriConnects 

 

• Do not mount the iriConnects and antennas in the beam pattern of a radar dome! 

• When mounting the antenna, make sure it is as close to vertical as possible. Depending on antenna 

gain, the radiation pattern varies. Close to the antenna, vertically above and below, the signal may 

be weak, while being strong and extending much further out in the horizontal plane. The total gain 

of the attached antenna system (cables, connectors, combiners/dividers and antennas) must not 

exceed 3dBi to maintain compliance with the radio system approvals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: Please ensure to align the interface cable & connector correctly. Do not use excessive force and 

do not twist the connector in it’s socket—only the lock ring ! 

 

Pairing of your headset or iriBelt with the iriConnect requires access to the iriConnect using the pairing 

magnet. iriConnect also provides visual indication of wireless (and wired) connection status. Do take this 

into account when choosing a suitable mounting location. 
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9 - Using combiner/divider and/or radiating cable 

Content is in the making….. 
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On this aluminum boat the iriConnects were mounted on a polycarbonate bracket un-

der the A-frame to improve the range. 

On this fiber-glass boat the iriConnects were mounted on the inside of the 

cabin wall with cable access from the rear side. 

This location provided excellent coverage both inside and outside. 
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Knowing this would not yield optimal range performance, this customer decided to mount the iriCon-

nects facing downwards from a horizontal aluminum plate on the A-frame. Cables were routed inside 

the aluminum tubes of the A-frame.  With this particular installation range reached 70+ meters ! 
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10 - Installation of wired headset units (iriHS) 

The primary consideration when selecting a suitable mounting spot for your iriHS is the freedom of move-

ment for the crew member connected to the unit. However, there are also other considerations to take 

into account: 

• Mount the iriHS where you have easy access to the control buttons (volume and PTT functions), and 

so that you can see the LED indicator lights. 

• Mount the iriHS so that you avoid excessive stress on the headset cable and connector. If cable 

stress is unavoidable you must install a mechanical cable relief or use extension cables. 

• Avoid excessive lengths of interface cables (do not make modifications to ready-made cables !) 

• Easy access to the rear side for cable connection. 

• Where required, use silicone glue to seal around the 4 mounting screws and around the center hole 

NOTE: Please ensure to align the interface cable & connector correctly. Do not use excessive force and 

do not twist the connector in it’s socket—only the lock ring !  If the connector has been twisted (even 

just a little) the unit will not click into the bracket. 

 

If ideal mounting location of the iriHS conflicts with the cable stress requirement you can order headset 

extension cables—either straight or curly. 
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11 - Routing of cables—best practices 

All cables supplied from IWCS have an extremely tough Polyurethane jacket, which withstands water, oil, 

fuel, solvents, heat etc.  Hence, from a mechanical/life expectancy standpoint, cables can be routed any-

where in the vessel. There are several other important considerations to take into account when routing 

power and interface cables for your iriSound intercom system: 

• Find routing ways that provide enough space for both cables and their connectors. Do not un-

mount/re-mount pre-installed connectors. 

• Avoid routing interface cables over longer distances in same canals as main battery cables (running 

from generator to batteries) 

• Avoid routing interface cables close to power inverter and/or battery chargers 

• Avoid routing interface cables close to echo-sounder transducer and its cables 

• Avoid routing interface cables close to radar and antenna cables 

• Do not bend interface cables to a radius of less than 5cm 

• Be careful NOT to twist the interface connectors in the rubber housings ! 

• Protect the entire cable installation from excessive mechanical stress. Use solvents- and UV-

resistant plastic strips to secure the entire installation. 

 

Waterproofing of connectors: 

In the marine environment it is good practice to use (a small amount of) silicone grease (Molykote 44 Me-

dium) on all cable connections—especially those that may be directly exposed to seawater or seawater 

spray ! 
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12 - Connecting to external radios 

Connection between your iriSound intercom system and external radio systems occurs through a radio 

interface unit. These radio interface units are usually (but not always) supplied from the factory with a 

radio specific connector matching the specified radio make and model. 

Typically, the cable between the radio interface unit and the radio is ~1.5m, so the radio interface must 

be placed in close proximity of the radio. 

Depending on the radio make and model connection to the radio may happen on the front or on the rear 

side of the radio. 

For coexistence with a handset or speaker-mike, a switching unit is sometimes required. This switching 

unit is a 3 or 4 port device, which connects between the radio, the radio interface and the handset. A 

fourth port , if present, must be connected to the hook switch of the handset OR to a manual switch OR 

to a 12V power source. You must follow the instructions for the particular unit. 

The radio interface has a two-pin connector for an external, normally open, momentary PTT switch. Multi-

ple external PTT switches can be connected in parallel. Polarity of this interface can not be guaranteed, so 

DO NOT connect either wire to e.g. other radio interfaces. If using a setup with a radio selector and one 

common PTT button, double-throw (2P2T/3P2T/DPDT etc.) contacts must be used. 

 

NOTE: Please ensure to align the interface cable & connector correctly. Do not use excessive force and 

do not twist the connector in it’s socket—only the lock ring ! 

 

Most radio interfaces are supplied pre-configured and adjusted. However, after completed installation 

the radio interfaces MAY need to be adjusted for RX and TX audio levels. Remove the rubber caps and use 

a ~1.8mm flat-headed screw-driver. Be very careful not to damage the delicate electronics during the pro-

cedure. Remember to reinstall the protective caps after adjustment. 

The TX setting adjusts the volume of 

the transmitted signal (from the inter-

com system to remote radios). 

Adjustment procedure: 

While activating the corresponding 

PTT, monitor a remote, receiving radio 

while adjusting the TX setting to de-

sired level. 

Turning the control counter-clockwise 

will increase the volume. 

The RX setting adjusts the volume of 

the received signal (from remote radio 

into the intercom system). 

Adjustment procedure: 

While transmitting from a remote ra-

dio, monitor the volume in the inter-

com system (using one of the connect-

ed headsets) and adjust the RX setting 

to desired level. 

Turning the control clockwise will in-

crease the volume. 
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13 - Installation of iriSelect control unit 

The iriSelect status, control and PTT unit will normally be mounted on the dashboard or console in plain 

sight for the captain, navigator, radio operator or whomever is expected to operate the intercom system. 

 

For the ambient light sensor included in the unit to function properly, the unit must be mounted so that 

artificial lighting doesn’t fall on the front panel of the unit. 

 

iriSelect cabling is done from the rear side, so mounting location should provide reasonable access from 

the rear side. 

NOTE: Please ensure to align the interface cable & connector correctly. Do not use excessive force and 

do not twist the connector in it’s socket—only the lock ring !! 
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14 - Installation of large PTT buttons 

Large PTT buttons should be installed where they are easily accessible while not at risk of accidental acti-

vation. 

The PTT button connects to the radio interface (NOT to the radio). 

The PTT button is a NO (Normally Open) momentary switch. 

One large PTT for each of the two onboard radios 
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15 - Installation of iriBoost and external hailer unit 

The iriBoost hailer amplifier can be used to drive ordinary marine speakers installed around the vessel—

often intended to provide “Public Address” capability to onboard guests (Tour boats, Whale-watching/

Safari vessels etc.). iriBoost can also drive a hailer “horn” speaker typically mounted on the roof or A-

frame of the vessel. 

When installing an external hailer unit, the main consideration is how to best avoid or minimize the risk of 

audible feedback from the hailer/speaker system and back to the microphone(s) of the connected head-

sets. Such feedback will create severe “howling” from the speaker system. Audible feedback is mostly an 

issue in open vessels, so you want to avoid mounting the hailer facing directly towards the crew. 

Once the system is installed, you can control the volume of the hailer system by turning the volume knob 

on the iriBoost unit. 

 

Electrical connections: 

iriBoost should be supplied from the same 12V source as the iriSound system, but it is also possible to 

supply iriBoost from a different 12V source. In any case, to avoid ground currents, it is VERY important to 

make sure the ground potential of the iriBoost and iriSound supply lines are the same (connected with a 

low DC resistance). 
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16 - Connecting a recording unit 

The iriStore unit is designed to be mounted in a place where water spray and moisture is limited. The 

iriStore unit itself is fully waterproof, but the USB connector for the memory stick is not waterproof un-

less protected by a cover. 

To start a recording the unit needs to be activated manually, so take this into account when choosing a 

suitable location for mounting. 

Primary considerations when choosing a mounting spot: 

• mount the iriStore where you have easy access to the control button (Recording start/stop), and so 

that you can see the LED indicator light. 

• Avoid excessive lengths of interface cables (do not make modifications to ready-made cables !) 

• Easy access to the rear side for cable connection. 

• Protection against water spray and moisture 

NOTE: Please ensure to align the interface cable & connector correctly. Do not use excessive force and 

do not twist the connector in it’s socket—only the lock ring !  If the connector has been twisted (even 

just a little) the unit will not click into the bracket. 
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17 - Storing and charging your iriComm3.0 wireless headsets 

While not in use your wireless headsets will need to be charged. Depending on size of vessel etc. this may 

happen onboard or away from the vessel. 

 

Primary considerations when choosing a suitable storage location for your headsets: 

• You should have easy access to power for charging 

• Find a place where the headsets can dry if they have been exposed to water 

• A place where they are not knocked around, sat or leaned on 
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18 - System commissioning test 

After system installation has been completed a full system commissioning test should be performed. 

This test should include: 

• Pairing of all wireless headsets and/or iriBelts with their corresponding iriConnects 

• Testing that all headsets in the system are operational in full-duplex mode (iriSelect in Mode 0) 

• Testing that incoming audio on all connected radios is audible and that level is comparable with that 

of the intercom system (refer to adjustment procedures for radio interface). NOTE that very often 

the volume heard in the intercom system depends on the volume setting on the external radio !  

Only very few radio models offer a separate volume setting for the intercom interface. 

• Testing that all PTT buttons are functional and that they activate the expected radios (MODE de-

pendent). 

• Testing that outgoing audio on each connected radio (while pressing the corresponding PTT) is audi-

ble and level is correct (refer to adjustment procedures for radio interface) 

• Go through the different modes in iriSelect and check that audio routing is as expected (if iriSelect is 

present) 

• Turn the system off. Turn the system back on. Check that all headsets/iriBelts re-connect to the sys-

tem automatically. 

• Perform a range test of each headset/iriBelt. Depending on installation and local conditions, range 

up to 60-80m in high-quality mode is achievable for standard iriConnects. With standard-quality au-

dio enabled on the headsets, a range extension of 2-3 times is realistic. 

 

It is highly recommended that you consult our various video tutorials available through our Youtube chan-

nel   http://youtube.iwcs.eu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdW0_4olkknKq86lxjhFHUA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdW0_4olkknKq86lxjhFHUA
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